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40 Huntingwood Drive Huntingwood NSW 2148 

Phone: (02) 8825 1999 Website: www.aeroflowperformance.com 

AEROFLOW PERFORMANCE 

TRANSMISSION DIPSTICK 

                                                     WARNING! 

THIS PRODUCT REQUIRES DETAILED KNOWLEDGE OF AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEMS. WE RECOMMEND THAT THIS INSTALLATION BE 

CARRIED OUT BY A QUALIFIED AUTOMOTIVE TECHNICIAN.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Congratulations on your purchase of Aeroflow Performance transmission dipstick. Aeroflow Performance products cannot and 

will not be responsible for any damage, or other conditions resulting from misapplication of the parts described herein. 

However, it is our intention to provide the best possible products for our customer, products that perform properly and satisfy 

your expectations. Should you have any questions? Please call technical support at +61 2 8825 1900 and have the product part 

number on hand when calling. 

Aeroflow Flexible Firewall Mount Transmission Dipsticks provide a clean stable universal way to both keep up with your vehicle’s transmission 

fluid level, but adds a high attention to detail in your engine bay. This style of dipstick requires 2 holes drilled into the firewall to mount which 

gives you easy access to the dipstick top check or top up fluid. 

Featuring 308 stainless steel braided covering over a hard-wearing high quality PTFE liner. The handle and ends are made from 6061-T6 

aluminium then hand polished and chrome plated. They feature double O-rings for a secure seal. These not only look great but the flexible 

inner dipstick is marked to give accurate trans fluid level readings. Also Available in Black anodised finish. 

Each dipstick includes a dipstick funnel adapter to assist in filling which is also sold separately (AF59-1015). 

All firewall mount dipsticks are 24” (610mm) in length. 

This dipstick is designed to suit Ford C4 transmissions where the OEM dipstick is attached to the transmission case.  

 

                                       

 

                    

AF59-1015 Dipstick Funnel 
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INSTALLATION GUIDELINE 

Before beginning the installation, disconnect the negative battery cable and use wheel chocks to block the vehicle's wheels. 

Make sure the engine, transmission, body and frame are properly grounded. We recommend using anti-seize lubricant on all 

aluminium threads 

1. Ensure from the dipstick packaging that you have the correct dipstick for your application. 

2. Remove any existing grommets or other seals in the dipstick opening in the transmission case that would prevent your new Aeroflow 

dipstick from fitting into the transmission. Clean the dipstick opening on the transmission making sure that it is free from all debris. 

3. Remove the handle and inner measuring cable from the dipstick tube assembly. 

4. Make sure that the O-Rings are in place on the transmission tube fitting. Apply a small amount of automotive silicone sealant around 

the diameter of the trans tube fitting right below the hex part of the fitting which can be found above the top of the O-Ring. 

5. Lightly lubricate the O-Rings on the transmission tube fitting with clean transmission fluid. Push the transmission tube fitting into the 

dipstick opening on the transmission. 

6. Route the dipstick tube assembly to the desired mounting spot on the firewall and screw in the mounting bracket. 

7. Make sure the tube assembly is not touching the exhaust at any point. Lubricate the O-Rings on the dipstick handle lightly with clean 

transmission fluid. Fill the transmission to the FULL mark on the inner measuring cable. 

8. Check and top off transmission fluid to a satisfactory level. Return the dipstick handle and inner measuring cable into the dipstick 

housing assembly. 
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